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Walkies
A Dog's Tale
Estrela Lourenço

Key Selling Points
· Has a “life is what you make it” angle that, told through the dog’s simple joy to be on
a walk, avoids becoming overly didactic
· Portrays the strong bond between a kid and their dog, a story that will resonate with
the large audience of devoted dog owners (nearly 40% of U.S. households own at least
one dog) who view their pets as beloved family members
· Models responsible pet ownership, showing young readers that caring for an animal is
always a responsibility but can often be fun, too
· Highlights the rewards of limiting screen time, and unplugging from technology, and
in place of these activities, going outside and experiencing nature
· Wordless format encourages careful attention to pictures and facial expressions and
will appeal to reluctant or beginning readers
· Story’s visual design resembles graphic narratives and will appeal to comics fans
· Estrela has a sizable social following, with 12.5K followers on Instagram and 1.7K on
Twitter

Summary
On a gloomy, dripping, rain-boots-required kind of day, Kid is ready to stay inside,
warm and dry, and play video games. But to Dog, Kid’s arrival home means only one
thing: it’s time for WALKIES!

Outside, rain means puddles to splash in, mud to splock in! Tiny ears perked up, tail
a-waggling with joy, Dog bounds through the park, Kid in tow. Playful action
sequences, bold facial expressions, and vivid illustrations all drive this wordless tale,
transforming a dreary afternoon into a boisterous adventure.

While at first doubtful about the experience, Kid’s attitude brightens, buoyed by Dog’s
playful antics and the surprises and wonder to be found outdoors. Before long, thanks
to Dog’s positive energy, Kid doesn’t think it’s such a bad day after all. In fact, it might
just be the best!

Filled with adorable, exuberant scenes any dog owner knows well, this playful romp is
sure to brighten the day of many a young reader, pet owner and non-pet owner alike.

Contributor Bio
Estrela Lourenço is a Portuguese professional children’s book author and illustrator,
and also a storyboard artist for animation. Prior to starting her career as a children’s
book author and illustrator, she studied animation at ETIC and the College of Fine Arts
in Lisbon and worked in the animation industry for years. She’s illustrated several other
books including books in the Elixir Fixer series by Daniel Nayeri (Albert Whitman &
Company, 2019, 2020), Counting to Bananas (Flamingo Books, 2022), and When an
Elephant Hears NO by Dazzle Ng (Page Street Kids, 2023). She’s been living in Ireland
since 2009 where she met her partner and formed a little family with their daughter
and dog Chewie, who adores going for very long walks.

Illustrations
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Building a Beak
How a Toucan's Rescue Inspired the World
Becca McMurdie, Diana Hernández

Key Selling Points
· Animal lovers and activists will be inspired by this true story of a successful rescue
that encouraged the Costa Rican government to pass an anti-animal cruelty law and
furthered the animal welfare movement
· Represents kids engaged in activism activities such as marching and petitioning,
encouraging young readers to take action and believe that they can make a difference
· Grecia is a determined and charismatic animal character that animal lovers are sure
to gravitate toward
· Encourages interest in STEM, showing how innovative 3D printing technology was
used to help Grecia
· Offers a positive representation of a light disability angle as Grecia regains her
independence through accommodations (the beak prosthetic) and support
· Showcases the Costa Rican environment, inspiring readers to want to learn more
about caring for animals and the natural environment
· Presents a historic event that took place within the last 10 years, offering a more
recent, accessible history than kids are often taught
· Back matter shares a timeline, research sources, and further details about Grecia’s
story

Summary
In the wild, Grecia the toucan loved to soar from branch to branch and sing for all the
creatures of the rainforest. Until, one night, loud voices echoed through the trees,
sticks and rocks flew, and Grecia fell from her favorite avocado tree, tragically breaking
her beak.

She was unable to move. Unable to sing.

Animal rescuers examined Grecia and found that she needed a new beak to survive.
Though no one had ever made a toucan beak before, Grecia’s determination to live
drove their search for a creative solution—an innovative 3D-printed beak. As news of
her story spread, people of all ages around the world came together, finding their own
ways to help Grecia sing again.

While witnessing Grecia’s determined spirit, readers will learn how this single plucky
toucan became a symbol for the international wildlife protection movement and
inspired real change in anti-animal cruelty law, saving countless animals from harm.
Perfect for the young activist, engineer, or animal lover, Grecia’s triumphant true story
will resonate with readers of all ages, showing how determination and teamwork can
make an impact and create lasting change.

Contributor Bio
Becca McMurdie is an elementary school principal in New York City by day. At night,
she researches and writes children’s books. She takes trips to climb up mountains, hike
through rainforests, and swim in oceans and lakes any chance she gets. While living in
Costa Rica for two months, she learned of Grecia’s story from a local ornithologist and
visited Rescate Rescue Center in Alajuela to conduct interviews with the rescue team.
This is her debut picture book.

Diana Hernández grew up in San Rafael de Heredia, in the small but beautiful
country of Costa Rica. She works as a colorist and illustrator and hopes to work as a
concept artist for the animation industry. She dreams of working on projects charged
with emotions that make people feel understood, hopeful, happy, and less lonely.

Illustrations
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Scorch, Hedgehog of Doom
Cate Berry, Margherita Grasso

Key Selling Points
· Presents a perspective on self-image and identity that’s not black and white, showing
young readers how seemingly contradictory aspects of your identity come together to
make you unique
· A humorous and dramatic character that, when read aloud, will engage even reluctant
readers
· Classroom setting makes it a natural choice for teachers and librarians
· Provides a framework for young readers to deal with others’ images or perspectives
on them
· By portraying the inner life and emotions of class pets, provides a fresh take on
popular “when humans are out” franchises such as Toy Story/Secret Life of Pets
· The high drama of Scorch’s character will appeal to readers who love genre fiction
and comics
· Margherita Grasso has 23.5K followers on Instagram, Cate Berry has 1.2K followers
and is established in the kidlit space

Summary
Scorch the hedgehog is determined to be ferocious. The doomsy-est, most menacing
class pet ever known. She’s not just Scorch, she’s… Scorch, Hedgehog of Doom!

There’s just one problem—Scorch is kind of adorable. So adorable, in fact, that it’s all
anyone ever notices.
With each swirl of her cloak, each sharp claw raised high, each baring of her chilling
chompers, the kids of room 402 don’t fall back in fear or quiver with tears. Instead,
they cry, “Awww! Adorable!”

Tired of being seen as just one thing, Scorch flies into action, determined to show how
truly terrifying she can be. But when her flipping, training, and high-flying efforts land
her in true danger—the home of the classroom’s other scaled, slithering, cold-blooded
animal occupant—Scorch must harness and embrace all the parts of her unique self.
Put to the ultimate test, she finds power in being ferociously adorable and killer cute.

Readers will fall for this ferociously “awww”-inspiring story starring a beloved class pet
about self-image, identity, and finding harmony among the many different, sometimes
contradictory pieces of ourselves.

Contributor Bio
Cate Berry lives, writes, and teaches creative writing in Austin, Texas. She is the
author of numerous picture books, including Penguin & Tiny Shrimp Don’t Do Bedtime!,
Chicken Break! A Counting Book, and Thank You, Teacher!. Recently, she co-authored
Kobe Eats Pizza! with Ashley Wian. Cate holds an MFA in Writing from Vermont College
of Fine Arts and has been a featured author and presenter at the Texas Book Festival
and many SCBWI conferences. Visit her at www.cateberry.com.

Magherita Grasso is an illustrator and graphic designer, living and working in Milan,
Italy. She studied illustration and digital and virtual design at Istituto Europeo di
Design. She loves to represent the world around her with colors and humor. Where
there’s a shadow, there’s a light, too, and in all her illustrations the light and its
reflections are the protagonists.
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The Three Little Guinea Pigs and the Andean Fox
Ana Velez

Key Selling Points
· Showcases the culture and animals of Andean South America, providing a light,
non-didactic lesson on the environment and animals native to the area
· Presents a progressive, community-centered take on the classic “Three Little Pigs”
fairytale, as animal community members band together to help the pigs
· Provides visual clues for the surprise celebratory ending, encouraging young readers
to engage with the story and make inferences about what’s to come
· Repetitive structure of the story recalls classic fairytales and allows beginning readers
to help tell the story
· Underscores the power of teamwork as all the animals and materials come together
to build a joyful community performance space
· Kichwa (indigenous language of Andean South America) and Spanish words are
incorporated throughout the text and featured in a back matter glossary
· Back matter includes information about animals of the Andes and a snow treat recipe

Contributor Bio
Ana Velez is an Ecuadorian-born author/illustrator living in Portland, Oregon. She has
a bachelor’s degree in fine arts and a master’s in teaching special education, and as a
teacher, she learns from neurodiverse children every day. When she’s not at the beck
and call of her feline rulers, she enjoys paddleboarding down a river with her husband
in search of the perfect water-picnic spot.

Illustrations
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Malicia
Steven dos Santos

Key Selling Points
-Full of twists, turns, and surprising reveals, horror fans will love the slasher meets
thriller energy of close friends being picked off one by one
-With monsters pulled from Dominican folklore, the villains and setting offer a new
approach to classic horror
-This book has a tightknit cast of Dominican American characters each reflecting a
unique relationship to their culture and each other with exes, crushes, and friends all
fighting to save each other

Summary
High school friends, Ray, Sophia, Joaquin, and Isabella embark on a perilous Halloween
weekend to Malicia, a now defunct horror theme park off the coast of the Dominican
Republic.

Ray enlisted his friends to help him make a documentary of the park where his mother
and brother were murdered in a mass killing. But what Ray doesn’t know is that
Joaquin, his crush, was the sole survivor of that massacre all those years ago. With an
impending hurricane and horrors around every corner, they all struggle to survive the
park while discovering secrets about each other as their weekend adventure goes off
the rails.

The group must not only face the deadly storm and their own inner demons, but also
the ancient malignant presence on the island, threatening to plunge them into
madness, and destroy them one by one.

Contributor Bio
Dominican-American author Steven dos Santos is the author of The Torch Keeper series
and Dagger: The Dust Ops. Steven is an adjunct English Professor and a passionate
advocate of LGBTQ+ rights. He currently resides in Miami.
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Word, The
Mary G. Thompson

Key Selling Points
· Cults hold a dark fascination for readers, and Mary provides a nuanced portrayal of a
girl struggling to live within such a community, as well as what life is like after.
· Compelling and emotional, Mary explores isolation, family, and the courage to
question. Despite the dark themes, it is ultimately hopeful.
· There is huge interest in series like Keep Sweet: Pray and Obey. Mary combines the
suspense of cult stories with an incredibly moving, nuanced perspective. It’s the kind of
story that will spark deep discussion—a perfect pick for book clubs.
· This is a page-turner, a great pick for reluctant readers looking for voice-driven
contemporary.

Summary
After her parents split up, seven-year-old Lisa’s father convinces her to leave out the
window in the middle of the night. After all, according to their religion, she belongs to
him, and it is her duty to obey him. Ever the dutiful daughter, at least on the outside,
and confused about the sinful changes in her mother (she’s cut her hair, there’s a new
man around, she’s had a baby with him), Lisa complies.

She spends the next nine years on the run before the police finally catch up with her
father, and she is returned to a mother who is “dead” in the eyes of their religion. But
her father always had a plan for when the law came and took what was his—a plan
that was set in motion the moment the police arrived at their home.

Now Lisa must make a decision: follow the plan and go home again with the hope that
she’ll see her brother and father again, or risk everything to figure out what life could
be when she makes her own choices.

Contributor Bio
Mary G. Thompson is the author of the YA contemporary thriller Amy Chelsea Stacie
Dee, which was a winner of the 2017 Westchester Fiction Award and a finalist for the
2018-2019 Missouri Gateway award, as well as several sci-fi/fantasy novels for children
and young adults. She lives in Washington, DC.
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Don't Be a Drag
Skye Quinlan

Key Selling Points
-Drawing from the exploding popularity of drag through series like RuPaul’s Drag Race
and the Boulet Brother’s Dragula, Don't Be a Dragoffers a fun new take on the
competition-based YA rom-coms.
-While drag queens have becoming familiar in the current zeitgeist, drag kings are
underrepresented in the drag world and this book offers an exciting window into the
gender expansiveness that drag can provide.
-With the increasing success of sapphic contemporary rom coms like Adiba Jaigirdar’s
Hani and Ishu’s Guide to Fake Dating, Casey McQuiston’s I Kissed Shara Wheeler,
Don't Be a Drag offers a fun new entry to this increasingly popular subgenre.
-Don't Be a Drag is comedy laced with real issues common to today’s teens dealing
with popular mental health topics of depression and anxiety.

Summary
When eighteen-year-old Briar Vincent's mental health takes a turn for the worst, her
parents send her to spend the summer in New York City with her older brother, Beau,
also known as the drag queen Bow Regard.

Backstage at the gay bar where Beau performs, Briar just wants to be a fly on the wall,
but she can't stand by when the cute but conceited drag king Spencer Read tries to put
down another up-and-coming performer. To prove to him that even a brand-new
performer could knock him off his pedestal, Briar signs up for the annual drag king
competition.

There's just one flaw in her plan: Briar has never done drag before.

With the help of her brother and a few new friends, Briar becomes Edgar Allan Foe, a
drag king hellbent on taking Spencer down. But unless she can learn how to shake her
anxiety and perform, she doesn't stand a chance of winning Drag King of the Year,
overcoming her depression and inner demons, or avoiding falling for her enemy, who
might not be so bad after all.

Contributor Bio
Skye Quinlan (they/them) is a queer, autistic author of YA fiction. They’re an avid
reader, have an absurd amount of crystals and gemstones, and if they’re not tending to
their garden, you can usually find them playing Animal Crossing. Skye lives in Ohio
with their wife, two dogs, a snake, and two lizards.
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Furious
Jamie Pacton, Rebecca Podos

Key Selling Points
· Capitalizes on the massive popularity of the Fast & Furious franchise (one of
Universal’s most successful film franchises, grossing $6.6 billion at the box office
worldwide), which now spans 10 films with the latest releasing in May 2023
· A satisfying sapphic romance that feels fated but also builds over time with humor
and heart
· Provides needed representation of teen girls with interest in cars, motorcycles,
mechanics, and motorsports
· Readers fond of cars and horses will love watching Jojo and Eliana’s relationship grow
around their shared interests
· Emphasizes the importance of family and found family and mending ties with loved
ones, which the Fast & Furious franchise also emphasizes
· Teen readers looking for a summer romance will love the small-town summer setting
· Full of humor, action, and mystery with something for almost every reader
· Jamie Pacton and Rebecca Podos are both established authors in the YA market and
community with active social media presences; Becca has 20.5K followers on Twitter
and 1.4K on Instagram; Jamie has 3.8K followers on Twitter and 2.4K followers on
Instagram

Summary
After years racing go-karts and looking up to her mother, a celebrity Formula 1 racer,
Jojo Emerson-Boyd should be starting her own racing career. But when she loses her
mom in a tragic crash, Jojo’s future comes to a screeching halt. Now her dad won’t let
her get a license, much less race. Instead, she’s stuck working at her grandmother’s
mechanic shop in the sleepy small town of Dell’s Hollow.

But Jojo’s heart quickens when Motorcyle Girl Eliana “El” Blum shows up at the shop. El
grew up on the motocross circuit sidelines, watching her sister and idol Maxine
compete. When El mysteriously loses all contact with Max, she’s determined to find her,
with her first clue leading straight to the mechanic shop, and to Jojo.

United by fate, the two quickly bond over Mario Kart showdowns and the Fast &
Furious films. As their friendship shifts into something more, they’ll have to confront
both their growing romance and the grief woven into their complicated families if they
hope to chase down their dreams and make it across the finish line.

Contributor Bio
Jamie Pacton is an award-nominated YA author who lives in Wisconsin with her
family. She has a BA and MA in English Literature and teaches English at the college
level. Her YA contemporary books include Lucky Girl and The Life and (Medieval) Times
of Kit Sweetly (Page Street).

Rebecca Podos is a Lambda Literary Award-winning author of several YA novels. Her
latest releases are Fools in Love (Running Press Kids), a co-edited YA anthology with
Ashley Herring Blake, and the YA fantasy novel From Dust, A Flame (Balzer + Bray). By
day, she’s an agent at the Rees Literary Agency in Boston.
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Unboxing of a Black Girl, The
Angela Shanté

Key Selling Points
-In an experimental style reminiscent of Carmen Maria Machado’s In the Dream House,
this poetic memoir finds catharsis in the complicated childhood of black girls
-For readers interested in cultural understanding, this memoir offers an accessible view
into the nuances of Black girlhood
-Set in New York City, this collection offers an appealing setting rich and familiar to
readers across the world to explore the nuances of urban Black childhood
- Shanté’s background as an educator and children’s book author infuses her prose
with a high level of narrative clarity within these deeply personal topics and details like
footnotes offer alternative points of access to engage with and further enrich her
stories
-In the face of US library bans, consumers are rallying support around texts by and for
Black authors

Summary
Written as a collection of vignettes and poetry, The Unboxing of a Black Girl is a
creative nonfiction reflection on Black girlhood. The debut YA title, by award-winning
author Angela Shanté, is a love letter to Black girls set in New York City and serves as
a personal and political critique of how the world raises Black girls.

As Shanté navigates the city through memory, she balances poetry with vignettes that
explore the innocence and joy of childhood eroded by adultification. Through this book,
she illuminates the places where Black girls are nurtured or exploited in stories and
poems about personal and political boxes, love, loss, and sexual assault. Many entries
are also studded with cultural footnotes designed to further understanding.

Contributor Bio
Angela Shanté is an elementary education teacher by trade. She taught for ten years in
her hometown of New York City where she received an MFA in creative writing from the
City College of New York. Currently she's an education content editor and Literacy
consultant in southern California. Her first two books and third on its way were
released through West Margin Press.
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At the End of the River Styx
Michelle Kulwicki

Key Selling Points
-Using the evergreen appeal of Greek mythology, the tragic romance of At the End of
the River Styx is set in a haunting underworld with the mythic Ferryman set as the
antagonistic embodiment of death
-This novel plays into the epic tradition of Greek tragedy as well as contemporary
melancholy queer romance trend contemporaries like Adam Silvera have forged the
way with titles like The First to Die at the End
-At the End of the River Styx is an incredibly nuanced portrayal of the slope of
depression that can happen in grief and shines a light on the loving anchors that help
you return to life after a death

Summary
Before he can be reborn, Zan has spent 499 years bound in a 500-year curse to
process souls for the monstrous Ferryman—and if he fails he dies.

In Portland, Bastian is grieving. He survived a car accident that took his mother and
impulse-purchased a crumbling bookstore with the life insurance money.

But in sleep, death’s mark keeps dragging Bastian into Zan’s office. It shouldn’t be a
problem to log his soul and forget he ever existed. But when Zan follows Bastian
through his memories of grief and hope, Zan realizes that he is not ready for Bastian to
die.

The boys borrow time hiding in the memories of the dead while the Ferryman hunts
them, and Zan must decide if he’s willing to give up his chance at life to save
Bastian—and Bastian must decide if he’s willing to keep living if it means losing Zan.

Contributor Bio
Michelle Kulwicki (she/they) is a mother of three and a professional cellist by night. Her
short stories have been published in Fusion Fragment and Ellipsis Zine, as well as
many other anthologies and literary magazines. At the End of the River Styx is her
literary debut.
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The House Where Death Lives
Alex Brown, Nova Ren Suma, Gina Chen, Traci Chee, Linsey Miller, Rosiee Thor,
Courtney Gould, Kay Costales, Liz Hull, Shelly Page

Key Selling Points
· Featuring a National Book Award and Kirkus Prize Finalist, an Edgar Award Finalist,
New York Times Bestselling authors, Kirkus and Booklist starred-review authors, a
Winter/Spring 2023 Indies Introduce Title, forthcoming debuts, and a wide-array of
diverse, #ownvoices authors, this anthology is a literary powerhouse
· The Gathering Dark was Page Street’s first indie bestseller, and This House is Haunted
capitalizes on the growing interest in both horror and anthologies.
· Each story takes place in a room of the haunted house, making it a unique collection
that gives the feeling of walking through a haunted house.
· Features a diverse collection of stories from authors from a variety of backgrounds.

Summary
A dance to the death. A girl who’s just as monstrous as H.H. Holmes. A hallway that’s
constantly changing—and hungry. All of these stories exist in the same place—within
the frame of a particular house that isn’t bound by the laws of time and space.

Following in the footsteps of dark/horror-filled YA anthologies like His Hideous Heart
and Slasher Girls and Monster Boys, and Netflix’s ground-breaking adaptation of The
Haunting of Hill House, this YA speculative fiction anthology explores how the
permanence of a home can become a space of transition and change for both the
inhabitants and the creatures who haunt them.

Each story in the anthology will focus on a different room in the house and feature
unique takes on monsters from a wide array of cultural traditions. Whether it’s a
demonic Trickster, a water-loving Rusalka, or a horrifying, baby-imitating Tiyanak,
there’s bound to be something sinister lurking in the shadows.

Contributor Bio
Alex Brown (she/her) is a queer biracial Filipino American writer who loves to root for
the final girl—especially if she’s a monster. She is also the co-creator of The Bridge, a
haunting, folklore-filled narrative fiction podcast that’s had over 1,000,000 downloads
to date! Alex has a story in the Indie Bestselling YA Folk Horror anthology, The
Gathering Dark and is co-editing Night of the Living Queers, a YA Horror anthology.
Alex lives in Los Angeles with her partner and their two chaotic cats. Alex’s YA
Comedy-Horror debut, Damned If You Do, was published in fall 2023.
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Helga
Catherine Yu

Key Selling Points
-This engaging book is an incredibly voice-y horror comedy; HELGA reads as if an Asian
Georgia Nicolson (of Angus, Thongs, and Full-Frontal Snogging) were the protagonist
of Martha Wells’ The Murderbot Diaries.
-This story is grounded in the climate anxiety that today’s teens are born into with a
view that is apocalyptic but still approachable in its optimism
-Incorporating complex themes of environmentalism, autonomy, and exploitation as
well as Cronenbergian body horror, HELGA centers a teen girl’s experience living on the
edge of a man-made climate apocalypse and workers’ rights crisis in a way that is
compelling, wildly entertaining, and reminiscent of modern worker exploitation.
-The setting of a volatile island between North America and East Asia provides a
fantastical foreground for nuanced representation of the Asian American diaspora.
-This is an excellent follow-up to Yu’s debut novel in the supernatural horror genre and
contains many thematic elements that echo Direwood with a new relatable protagonist.

Summary
Helga is not the obedient science experiment her father intended. And though she has
only just awoken, he leaves her in the care of his lab assistant Penny to go on a
business trip.

Bursting with curiosity, Helga quickly escapes from the well-meaning Penny and heads
into Amaris City. There Helga finds she is as untamable as the invasive blackberry
vines overtaking the island. And because of the misdeeds of her father’s scientific
community, the natural world grows more volatile.

Helga soon discovers the night market, rowdy clubs, delicious food, and cute boys.
Enamored with city life, she’ll do anything to find love—but she has only two weeks
until her father gets back, and besides there are ominous rumblings from the volcanic
island that could put her dating schemes, and even her own life, in grave peril.

Contributor Bio
Catherine Yu writes dark speculative fiction. She is the author of Direwood, and her
story “Balloon Girl” was published in the horror anthology Death in the Mouth. She was
born in Nanjing and is now based in New York.
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Page Street Kids 
9798890039767 
9798890039767
Pub Date: 8/27/2024
$22.99 / $30.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
35 illustrations and step-by-steps
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Ages 8 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / Art
JNF006020

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

The New Artist's Guide to Drawing
Learn How to Draw People, Animals, Landscapes and More the Easy Way
Mark Liam Smith

Key Selling Points
Many outlets, including Neuroscience News and the Word Economic Forum, report on
the benefits of drawing in children—including improving creativity, communication
skills, memory, and overall learning; The New York Times also that drawing can
promote better mental health.

Research shows that many children stop drawing around the ages of 9 or 10. This book
is targeted at children within that age range and serves to encourage kids to keep
drawing so they can continue to enjoy the many benefits of drawing and creativity.

Page Street has seen great success with craft/art related kids’ activity books, like
Express Yourself (2018, 10k nets sales) and Low-Mess Crafts for Kids (2019, 67k net
sales) and other art books like 15-Minute Watercolor Masterpieces (2019, 67k) and
Wildflower Watercolor (2023, 14k). This book sits at the intersection of both of these
categories, positioning it well on our list.

Mark has a dedicated following of 2.5 million on TikTok, with an additional 25k on
Instagram and 11k on YouTube.

Summary
With the help of professional artist and TikTok sensation Mark Liam Smith, tweens can
build their foundation of drawing skills from the bottom up. Get your drawing journey
off to the right start with an introduction to techniques like shading, texture,
perspective and more. Liam Smith breaks down seemingly complicated techniques and
subjects into simple steps that kids of all skill levels can execute.

Detailed yet approachable tutorials for drawing faces and the human body help new
artists capture the nuances of human expression on paper. Take a deep dive into
drawing animals and learn techniques for sketching realistic fur and feathers to bring
kid-favorite subjects like dogs, eagles, tigers and giraffes to life. Other chapters
explore drawing trees, water, flowers, fruits and more—in every project, Mark shares
valuable insights and tips to help kids constantly improve and grow as an artist.

With Mark’s guidance and detailed step-by-step tutorials, this book inspires young
artists to improve their drawing skills and make creativity a focus in their live.

This book contains 35 projects and 35 final illustrations, plus step by steps.

Contributor Bio
Mark Liam Smith is an oil painter and artist who has had his art exhibited around the 
world. He teaches drawing skills on social media, where he’s amassed millions of 
followers. He has been granted the Emerging Artist Award by the Federation of 
Canadian Artists and has had his art featured by the Toronto Star, CBC, Create!
Magazine, and more. He lives in Toronto, Canada, with his family.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030351 
9798890030351
Pub Date: 5/28/2024
$23.99 / $30.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Illustrations
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 40K
Art  / Techniques
ART010000

9 in H | 7.8 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Doodle All the Animals!
Learn to Draw 200+ Cute Critters
Amy Latta

Key Selling Points
-- Amy is the esteemed author of eight books including Hand Lettering for Relaxation,
which has sold over 142,000 copies to date, and the recently successful Doodle
Everything! Her latest book will be a continuation of the Doodle Everything! series, and
is eagerly awaited by her devoted fan base.
-- With eight instructional books under her belt, Amy is an excellent and proven
teacher. She breaks down seemingly complex techniques into easy, beginner friendly
step by steps for any and all interested in learning to draw.
--The lay flat binding, durable, woodfree paper and blank practice spaces—a
fan-favorite feature of Doodle Everything! as well as Amy’s hand lettering series—make
this an enjoyable, high-quality workbook for readers.
-- Broken down by the habitats each animal lives in, this book includes an adorable
illustration for every animal you can imagine and is perfect for animal lovers of all
ages.

Summary
The Ultimate Collection of Doodles from the Wild Side

Animal lovers, grab your pencils! Take your doodles to the next level with adorable,
easy-to-draw wildlife from Amy Latta, bestselling author of Doodle Everything! From
aardvark to zebra, Amy breaks down each animal drawing into simple shapes and
effortless steps that produce the cutest creatures every time, no matter your age or
skill level. Plus, blank practice spaces are provided throughout so you can doodle as
you go!

As you draw along, you’ll love learning unexpected facts about your favorite animals:
Did you know woodpeckers have a unique bone that protects their brains from damage
when pecking? Or that nine-banded armadillos almost always give birth to identical
quadruplets? With bonus tutorials on how to draw animal families and habitats, you’ll
be decorating notebooks, planners, greeting cards and more with doodles like:

• A pack of wolves howling at the full moon in a forest clearing
• A color-filled under-the-sea scene complete with angelfish, anemones, sharks and
even a blobfish!
• A pride of lions (including a lioness and cub!) ruling over the grassy savanna
• Your very own furry best friend at home, from retrievers and bulldogs to calicos or
hermit crabs

Let your creativity run wild on every page with this encouraging, easy, all-in-one
collection!

Contributor Bio
Amy Latta is an arts and crafts expert and the author of nine books, including Doodle
Everything! and Hand Lettering for Relaxation. She has created designs for national
brands such as Starbucks and Gap stores. She resides in Hampstead, Maryland. Learn
more at AmyLattaCreations.com.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030634 
9798890030634
Pub Date: 8/13/2024
$22.99 / $29.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Cooking  / Methods 
CKB070000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

The Ultimate Guide to College Cooking
Easy, Healthy Meals Using Your Hot Plate, Microwave or Dorm Kitchen
Julia Kuzman

Key Selling Points
- Julia has a strong following on Instagram (which was 90K just a few weeks ago and
has since increased significantly to 129K).

- Cookbooks specifically for college students are continuing to sell well on the market
in recent years, with Callisto Med’s Budget-Friendly College Cookbook at 7,892 copies
and The One-Pan College Cookbook selling 7,598 copies.

- More and more young people are eating healthy as opposed to eating fast food.
According to a recent study, younger generations are becoming more focused on
healthy living overall: https://www.texashealth.org/areyouawellbeing/Health-and-Well-
Being/Study-Shows-Younger-Generations-Are-More-Health-Conscious-Than-Previous-
Generations

- Julia’s recipes are designed for young people in every kind of living space, whether
that is a small apartment with limited cooking space or a dorm room with minimal
equipment available.

Summary
Cooking in a college setting just got a whole lot simpler with these delicious recipes
designed for students with on a limited budget. With one-pot meals to cook on your
hot plate or throw-together dishes to heat up in the microwave, this is your one-stop
shop to easy and affordable eating that fits into any academic schedule. Julia’s
collection of recipes for healthy, balanced eating is both sustainable and affordable for
every young person looking for ways to spend less time in the kitchen and finally ditch
their fallback ramen noodles!

Costly (and often unhealthy) takeout meals are a thing of a past with these fantastic
meals that cook up in minutes and have minimal ingredients. Start your morning by
grabbing some Chocolate Overnight Oats or Matcha Yogurt with Berries and Granola
from your mini fridge before you head to class. Make yourself a quick lunch on your hot
plate with the Glass Noodle Veggie Stir Fry or skip cooking altogether with options like
Chicken Lettuce Boats or the Buffalo Chickpea Wrap. Wind down from a busy day of
learning with Homemade Teriyaki Salmon, Simple Paella, or Pumpkin Pasta.
Much-needed study break snacks include Refried Bean Taquitos, Chocolate Hummus, or
Carrot Cake Bites.

Whether you are a college student or a parent sending their child off to college, be sure
to add this awesome collection of recipes to your list of back-to-school essentials.

This book will have 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Julia Kuzman is a food blogger and content creator of the Instagram account anything
but ramen. She lives in New Jersey.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645678748
1645678741
Pub Date: 5/7/2024
$32.99 / $42.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
100 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
Cooking  / Methods 
CKB005000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

The Big Book of Barbecue on Your Pellet Grill
200 Showstopping Recipes for Sizzling Steaks, Juicy Brisket, Wood-Fired
Seafood and More
Paula Stachyra

Key Selling Points
-- Complete with 200 easy, delicious recipes and priced at just $35, this
all-encompassing guide to pellet grilling is a great deal that ensures readers get the
most bang for their buck.

-- Paula is an established author, beloved recipe developer and brand ambassador for
both Louisiana Grills and Pitmaster’s Choice Pellets. With over 57K followers on
Instagram and notable connections in the grilling world, her recognizable name will
draw a large audience to an already-enticing book.

-- Page Street has had enormous success selling grilling books, including Mastering the
Big Green Egg by Big Green Craig, with over 14, 400 sales, and Showstopping BBQ
with Your Traeger Grill, which has sold nearly 22,000 copies. Paula’s book will be a
welcome and unique addition to our list.

-- Incredibly versatile and exceptionally easy to use, the Traeger pellet grill has rapidly
risen to popularity with over 2 million sales in the US in recent years. This book is the
perfect guidebook for fans of the trend and anyone making the transition to pellet
grilling.

-- According to a study Traeger conducted in 2020, 60% of all American households
(75 million households in total) own a grill. This book is perfect for any one of those 75
million, whether they’re beginner grillers looking for recipe inspiration, pit masters who
want to try out some great new recipes or anything in between.

Summary
Elevate Your Backyard Barbecues with Sizzling, Satisfying Eats

Level up your wood pellet grill game with these epic recipes from “Queen of the Grill”
Paula Stachyra. With these 200 mouthwatering dishes, you’ll want to cook outdoors for
every meal—from succulent smoked meats and flawlessly seared steaks to creamy dips
and decadent desserts. Whether you’re a grill master or novice, you can rest easy
knowing entrées like Paula’s NY Strip Steak with Blue Cheese Compound Butter,
Pineapple Plank Salmon and Pork Crown Roast with Raspberry BBQ Sauce will come
out perfect every time. Serve up new game day favorites like Brisket Birria Tacos and
smoky Street Corn Dip, or become everyone’s favorite person at the barbecue with Dr.
Pepper® BBQ Butterflied Chicken Drumsticks and Bacon-Wrapped Ranch Pickles. And
each recipe is paired with the best-suited pellet type for the dish’s flavors so you can
infuse that signature smoky essence. With this ultimate guide to smoking, grilling,
braising, baking and more, you’ll be ready to fire up your pellet grill for any occasion.

Contributor Bio
Paula Stachyra is the author of Wing Crush, co-host of All Up in My Grills podcast and 
creator of the popular blog Queen of the Grill. She lives in Toronto, Canada.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030504 
9798890030504
Pub Date: 5/14/2024
$24.99 / $32.99 CDN
Cards

78 card illustrations
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 35K
Body, Mind & Spirit  / Divination 
OCC024000

1 in H | 1 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Vintage Tattoo Tarot
Alyssa Wilson

Key Selling Points
– Several outlets, including the Washington Post and The Guardian have reported an
increase in popularity of tarot and a rise in the sales of tarot decks over the last few
years, indicating that the audience for tarot is growing.

– Page Street’s books dealing with witchcraft and the occult, including WTF Is Tarot?
(2017, over 35k net sales), Plant Magic for the Beginner Witch (2020, over 17k net
sales), and Herbs and Crystals DIY (20218, over 10k net sales) have been sold well,
indicating that this is a strong category for us.

– Alyssa has an engaged audience of nearly 40k followers on Instagram; a post in
which she shares her High Priestess card is among the most popular posts on her
entire account.

Summary
Celebrate Queerness in Tarot with Tattoo-Inspired Art

Embark on a journey of liberation, self-discovery and growth with this queer, modern
spin on traditional tarot deck imagery and symbolism. These gorgeous gender-inclusive
cards buck heteronormativity and gender norms and aid you in empowering yourself to
make positive changes in your life, seek greater insight into your inner self and
celebrate healing and self-transformation. Finding inspiration in vintage flash tattoo
subjects and techniques, Vintage Tattoo Tarot marries modern subjects with vintage art
for a deck that assists you in learning from the past and looking to the future.

Contributor Bio
Alyssa Wilson is the tattoo artist and tarot enthusiast behind the popular Instagram
account Art by Ocha. Her work is inspired by subjects and techniques used in
traditional tattoo art. She lives in Boulder, Colorado.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030375 
9798890030375
Pub Date: 5/14/2024
$21.99 / $28.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Cooking  / Methods 
CKB023000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

How to Cook a Steak
(and Other Life-Changing Recipes to Elevate the Food You Already Cook)
Mike Alfarah

Key Selling Points
-- With 149.5K followers on Tiktok and 202K followers on Instagram, Mike’s sizable and
devoted audience will jump at the opportunity to buy his book.
-- Each delicious recipe in this book is easy and accessible for all skill levels, ensuring
that even the most beginner home cooks will be able to achieve restaurant-quality
meals with minimal effort.
-- These innovative recipes will help elevate common meals that have long since lost
their excitement. Thanks to Mike’s creative approach to cooking, mundane weeknight
meals will once again become something to look forward to.

Summary
Show-Stopping Recipes and Ingenious Techniques to Master Every Meal

Mike Alfarah, creator of Alf’s Kitchen, has a knack for making the classics exciting
again. Take the beloved steak—you’ve prepared it numerous times, but Mike’s reverse
sear method ensures spot-on flavor and texture without the guesswork.

In this must-have collection of innovative recipes, you’ll find easy ways to introduce
impressive flavors and techniques to your favorite meals. Use a smoker to add depth of
flavor to your mac and cheese, or a cast iron skillet to impart the perfect crunch to
your pizza crust. Learn a special slicing method that guarantees your potatoes absorb
the most flavor possible, and incorporate lamb into your burgers for the ultimate twist
on the original.

All these amazing recipes beg you to take your cooking game up a notch, and with
detailed guidance from the master himself, you’re bound to succeed. Whether you’re
new to cooking or looking to add some more “umph” to your meals, these foolproof
recipes will make you the star of your kitchen.

Contributor Bio
Mike Alfarah is the creator of the food blog Alf’s Kitchen, where he shares his recipes
for delicious steaks, sides and more. He has partnered with brands including Whole
Foods Market, Dalstrong and Heinz. Mike lives in Ohio.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030443 
9798890030443
Pub Date: 4/9/2024
$29.99 / $38.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
100 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Nature  / Plants
NAT022000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Hunting Mushrooms
How to Safely Identify, Forage and Cook Wild Fungi
Barbora Batokova

Key Selling Points
-Barbora has 113k dedicated followers on Instagram.

-With 100 full-color photos, 30 in-depth mushroom profiles and 15 recipes, this book is
packed with information at the competitive price of $25.

-Mushroom cultivation and foraging have exploded in popularity in recent years.
Outlets like The Washington Post and Salon have described a “mushroom boom” in
2022 and 2023.

-Barbora will be sourcing information and photographs for the book from the Northeast
of the United States, as well as her family home in the Czech Republic. Because of
these dual climates, the mushrooms covered in this book will be accessible to foragers
across North America and Europe and expand the book’s audience.

Summary
Your #1 Resource for Harvesting Edible Mushrooms

This trusty guide will help you break into the world of mushroom foraging with
confidence. With in-depth profiles of 25+ mushrooms, you’ll learn to identify prized
specimens like chanterelles, king boletes, lion’s mane, morels or chicken of the woods.
Each profile details the species’ unique features, as well as where and when it grows,
so you have all the information you need to begin correctly hunting these fungi. And
with a host of beautifully detailed photos, including images of poisonous species to
steer clear of, you’ll have a key visual reference to ensure you are foraging accurately
and safely. Accompanied by rustic recipes to cook up your finds and a fascinating
history of fungi, as well as expert, up-to-date research, this incredible resource will
guarantee a successful start to your mushroom foraging journey.

Contributor Bio
Barbora Batokova is the photographer and writer behind fungiwoman. An avid
mycophile, Barbora started foraging mushrooms as a child in the Czech Republic. She
now hosts guided mushroom walks around Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where she
currently lives. Follow her journey @fungiwoman.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030474 
9798890030474
Pub Date: 5/21/2024
$18.99 / $24.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

80 Pages
40 illustrations
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Games & Activities  / Coloring 
Books
GAM019000

9 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Magical Mushrooms Coloring Book
Marina Terauds

Key Selling Points
-- Marina has 63.8k followers on Instagram, and her mushroom-inspired artwork are
often the posts that see the most engagement

-- Mushrooms are incredibly trendy with mushroom décor and cottagecore aesthetics
taking over the mainstream, and Marina’s style is perfectly suited for that crowd. This
trend has been noted by many popular magazines such as Elle (July 2022), Glamour
(Dec 2022), and most recently The New York Times (March 2023).

-- Marina’s work was recently featured in Enchanted Living magazine and has also been
featured in several international magazines such as Giuliana Ricama magazine (Italy)
and Mitteilungen magazine (Germany).

-- Page Street has strong sales records with adult coloring books, and is already seeing
100+ preorders with Spooky Coloring Book another Page Street coloring book in the
cozy, cottagecore space.

Summary
Get Lost in the Fantastical World of Fungi!

Embark on a journey of creativity and color as you bring your favorite fungi to life.
Dance atop fly agaric with faeries, parachute down with snails onto the spongy tops of
white morels or toast scarlet elf cups at a frog tea party. There are shroom houses,
cities and even an entire planet all featuring intricate details and lines that will keep
you mesmerized for hours. Or ground yourself by coloring in some simple yet stunning
pieces such as an overflowing forager’s basket or comforting mushroom soup. With the
perfect balance of warmth and whimsy, these breathtaking illustrations will transport
you to the cozy escape you’ve been dreaming of.

Contributor Bio
Marina Terauds is a Latvian mixed media artist dedicated to printmaking. She is best
known for merging the beautiful and mysterious parts of nature in her art. Marina lives
in North Branch, Michigan.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9781645678595
1645678598
Pub Date: 5/21/2024
$22.99 / $29.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
14 photos, plus step-by-step 
images
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
Art  / Techniques
ART010000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Foolproof Perspective Drawing
Your Ultimate Guide to Creating Lifelike Buildings, Cities and Scenes
Roberto Bernal

Key Selling Points
-- Roberto is a master of his craft, with a combined audience of over 900k followers
across his social media platforms (BKArtchitect). His accessible tutorials have helped
him build a wide-reaching artistic community with followers tuning in from across the
globe.

-- This book will join Page Street’s expanding successful art book collection. As a
cornerstone of base drawing and painting techniques, this book helps fill a gap in our
current backlist and provides an essential resource to artists, designers, drafters and
architects.

-- Perspective drawing has long intimidated artists (and frustrated beginners).
Foreshortening and depth-filled drawing and paintings not only allow for stunning
works of art (as shown in the explosion of linear perspective drawing and painting in
the Renaissance), but also enable practical architectural and design sketches used by
architects, interior designers, graphic artists and other creative professionals.

Summary
Master Perspective Drawing in a Flash with Shockingly Simple Techniques

Intimidated by perspective drawing? This all-inclusive guide will quell your fears and
have you creating architectural masterpieces in no time at all. Join artist and educator
Roberto Bernal, and learn the secrets of perspective drawing, starting with the most
basic shapes and lines. As a former architect who switched careers to focus on his
passion for perspective drawing, Roberto is all about diving into the need-to-know
information, without bogging you down with a bunch of unnecessary theory.

In 14 detailed lessons with accompanying step-by-step projects, you’ll learn the ins
and outs of one-, two- and three-point perspective. He also shares expert tips for how
to craft a convincing staircase, construct a beautiful building and create depth-defying
bird’s-eye views of cities. But Roberto’s techniques aren’t limited to the urban realm;
with universally-applicable lessons like Height, Depth and Spatial Awareness or Putting
Nature in Perspective, you’ll be drafting rural landscapes with ease.

By breaking this often-intimidating art form into easy and accessible steps, Roberto
opens you up to the approachable world of depth illusions and realistic cityscapes.
Learn to draw the world as you see it in this beginner-friendly guide to perspective
drawing.

Contributor Bio
Roberto Bernal is an architect and artist. Dedicated to making the art of perspective
drawing fun and approachable, he teaches courses to students of all ages, explaining
easy Renaissance perspective techniques. Roberto currently lives with his family in
Bogotá, Colombia.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030283 
9798890030283
Pub Date: 5/28/2024
$22.99 / $29.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Cooking  / Methods 
CKB004000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Girls Just Wanna Bake Cupcakes
Easy, Delicious Desserts Inspired by the '80s
Courtney Carey

Key Selling Points
- Represents the 2023 popular baking trend known as “Newstaligia,” which are desserts
made for people to connect with their past, taking classic flavors and giving them a fun
twist.

- Courtney has an incredibly strong social media presence, with a current following of
209K on Instagram and 342K on TikTok.

- The decade of the 1980s is a very hot topic right now, with popular series such as
Stranger Things and reboots of classic films like Top Gun and Indiana Jones, proving
that the 80s aesthetic has a strong appeal with consumers.

- The book includes recipes designed for bakers of all levels to make the baking
process fun and less intimidating, as well as offering baking tips to improve baking
skills.

Summary
Served up with a side of sweet and delicious nostalgia, baking blogger Courtney Carey
introduces her incredible series of cupcake recipes, all inspired by the decade of the
80s! Filled with delicious desserts guaranteed to brighten your day and make you a
certified cupcake pro, this is a must-have baking book to add to your shelf.

Baking cupcakes has never been easier with these foolproof recipes that add a pinch of
80s magic, with childhood lunchbox-inspired treats like Cosmic Brownie Cupcakes, Rice
Krispie Treat Cupcakes, or Peanut Butter and Jelly Cupcakes. More of a cookie or candy
person? Courtney has you covered! With recipes like Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
Cupcakes, Nutter Butter Cupcakes and Snickers Cupcakes, your average everyday
cupcake gets a full 80s makeover and becomes something truly extraordinary. You’ll
find delicious options inspired by famous 80s songs, including It’s a Nice Day for White
Almond Cupcakes or Big Time Birthday Cupcakes, or treats inspired by popular 80s
slang, like Cowabunga Confetti Cupcakes and Totally Tubular Chocolate Cupcakes. You
will also find helpful tips on how to achieve cupcake baking success, frosting piping
techniques, and even recipe extras that include fun fillings and sauces to kick up the
flavor in your creations.

Grab your whisk, blast some Bowie and have the time of your life whipping up these
simple, yet delectable treats.

This book will include 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Courtney Carey is the creator of the baking blog Cake Me Home Tonight, which
exploded in popularity after one of her baking videos went viral on TikTok. She also
works as a licensed mental health counselor. Courtney lives in Buffalo, New York with
her family.
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030559 
9798890030559
Pub Date: 6/25/2024
$25.99 / $33.99 CDN
Hardcover Paper over boards

176 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Cooking  / Regional & Ethnic 
CKB093000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

A Persian Kitchen Tale
Discover Exciting Flavors Through 60 Simple Recipes
Haniyeh Nikoo

Key Selling Points
—Haniyeh Nikoo has 59.8K highly engaged followers on Instagram (@haniyeh.nikoo)
who love the aesthetic and content of her food photography and frequently ask for new
recipes.

—Haniyeh will be photographing her recipes for this collection, guaranteeing a
gorgeous, eye-catching book.

—Page Street Publishing has a solid track record of successfully publishing cookbooks
with underrated/less-published cuisines. This title will build on that success with
mouthwatering Persian recipes and amazing images.

—US consumers have a growing taste for Persian food as lots of new, high-profile
Persian restaurants open across the country this year, notably Nasrin’s Kitchen in NYC
and Joon in the DC area.

Summary
Introduce a Whole New World of Incredible Flavor to Your Meals

Bring one of the oldest, richest culinary cultures right to your dinner table! With
ingredients that are easy to find and techniques that are even easier to follow, you’ll
discover 60 delicious new favorites inspired by the Iranian roots of recipe developer
Haniyeh Nikoo.

Impress your guests with traditional Braised Lamb Shank and Quick Pickled Smoky
Eggplant & Herbs to share. Wow on date night with Spicy Red Lentil Daal or Saffron,
Yogurt & Chicken Rice Pilaf. Or, unlock new comfort food cravings with Walnut, Pumpkin
& Pomegranate Stew or Sweet & Sour Kabaab on the grill.

In addition to her irresistible recipes, Haniyeh includes a helpful guide to the most
distinct Persian ingredients like saffron, barberry and hogweed and how to find
them—or what to use from your pantry as a substitute in a pinch. Get ready to prepare
a feast for your eyes and tastebuds alike with these impressive yet achievable meals.

Contributor Bio
Haniyeh Nikoo is a recipe developer and photographer. She is a senior food stylist at
HelloFresh®? and lives in Berlin, Germany.
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030078 
9798890030078
Pub Date: 6/4/2024
$22.99 / $29.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
Cooking  / Health & Healing 
CKB039000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

The Clean Eating Meal Prep Cookbook
Easy Recipes & Time-Saving Plans for Healthy Living on the Go
Snezana Paucinac

Key Selling Points
-- Snezana has 33.7k Instagram followers who consistently engage with her content
and use her recipes as go-to meals.

-- In a market oversaturated with influencers pushing their idea of clean eating,
Snezana is a voice of authority, and the fact that she is a certified IIN Holistic Nutrition
& Health Coach lends her credibility and trust among readers.

-- Meal prep is a popular genre of cookbook, selling consistently in the thousands,
since it attracts a large variety of people who are low on time and looking to eat
healthier.

-- Snezana’s first cookbook 5-Ingredient Clean Eating Cookbook was published through
Callisto Media and sold 8k copies POS. This cookbook is a natural follow up to fans of
her first book, continuing the focus on clean eating, real-food ingredients and
simplicity, with the bonus of structured meal plans and make-ahead recipes.

Summary
We’ve all been there: you’re running out the door and looking for something in the
fridge, and after an abysmal look-around, you opt for eating out again. Luckily, you
never have to settle for heavily processed meals with unnamed ingredients again;
Snezana Paucinac makes meal prep not just easy, but rewarding, exciting and delicious
too. She offers weekly meal plans, accompanying recipes, shopping lists, and guides to
prep components for large-batching cooking. It’s never been easier to forego the
greasy sandwich and opt instead for mouthwatering meals like Blueberry Oat Muffins,
Miso Glazed Tofu Wrap, Shrimp Risotto and Chicken Enchiladas.

With Snezana’s recipes, you’ll always feel good about what you’re eating: all of her
meals feature unprocessed foods, fresh vegetables and fruit, and nutrient-dense grains
bound to leave you full for hours. By cooking just one or two of her recipes a week,
you’ll give yourself the gift of having a consistently fresh meal with ingredients you
trust. Your body (and your wallet) will thank you!

This book will have 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Snezana Paucinac is the author of 5-Ingredient Clean Eating Cookbook. She is also a
IIN holistic nutrition & health coach and runs a success Instagram account,
@sp_nutrition_and_health, where she shares recipes and tips for healthy eating. She
was born and raised in the United States and now lives in Belgrade, Serbia.

Illustrations
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030306 
9798890030306
Pub Date: 6/25/2024
$22.99 / $29.99 CDN
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
60 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Cooking  / Methods 
CKB070000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Fast and Fresh Cal-Mex Cooking
Simple, Flavorful Weeknight Dinner Recipes from the West Coast
Caitlin Prettyman

Key Selling Points
- Cal-Mex has become a hot culinary trend on the West Coast and has begun to gain
popularity across the U.S. According to the FoodService Direction, this Golden State
cuisine is on the rise and can be found in restaurants across the country.
https://www.foodservicedirector.com/menu/cal-mex-culinary-trend-golden-state

- Caitlin has a strong social media following with 224K currently on Instagram.

- More and more readers are looking for sustainable ways to maintain healthy eating,
and this book will offer those types of dishes with minimal cooking time.

- This book will appeal to a broad audience, as it is a fresh, healthy version of the
popular cuisine Tex-Mex cooking.

Summary
Get ready to kiss those long, complicated dinners goodbye and free up your
weeknights with these easy-to-make knockout meals! Caitlin Prettyman, host of the
popular blog Kalefornia Kravings, introduces her series of Cal-Mex recipes that puts a
nourishing spin on Tex-Mex cuisine and has taken the West Coast by storm. As a
Southern California resident, Caitlin is well-versed in the cooking world of Cal-Mex and
is here to provide you with quick, flavorful recipes to whip on those busy evenings.

With a variety of proteins, plant-forward dishes, and an array of colorful, seasonal
ingredients, these meals will satisfy every type of culinary craving – all coming
together in 30 minutes or less! Make your dinner guests say wow with showstopping
meals like Chipotle Garlic Butter Steak Bites, Crispy Coconut Shrimp with Sweet Chili
Mango Sauce, Al Pastor Chicken Tacos with Fresh Pineapple Salsa, and Grilled Pork
Chops with Spicy Peach Salsa. With additional recipes that include satisfying salads and
one-bowls meals for even simpler food assembly, your dinner plans just got a whole
simpler and way more delicious.

A California-inspired variety of Mexican cooking that bursts with flavors of citrus and
chipotle – extra avocado included – has never been easier with Caitlin’s everyday guide
to amazing homecooked dinners.

This book will include 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Caitlin Prettyman is the host of the food blog Kalefornia Kravings that fell in love with
cooking in college and has never looked back. She lives in San Diego, California.
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Page Street Publishing 
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144 Pages
12 photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
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Glassware
CRA012000

9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

The Complete Guide to Handmade Stained Glass
12 Step-by-Step Projects for Lead-Free Glass Art at Home
Rosie Linebaugh

Key Selling Points
-- The book will have fold-out templates for all of the projects, making it easy to trace
the patterns onto glass for precise, successful cuts, which will appeal to newcomers to
the craft.

-- Rosie has a dedicated following on Instagram, with 167k followers, and nearly 300k
on TikTok; her audience purchases much of her work as well as asks questions via
messaging to learn the craft.

-- This book is very accessible to people who are new to stained glass art by
thoroughly outlining all of the tools, safety precautions, and every step of the glass art
process with images.

Summary
Everything You Need to Know to Start Your Stained Glass Journey

Dive in to the captivating world of stained glass with this practical handbook for
beginners and beyond. Rosie Linebaugh is an expert in making modern stained glass
art easy and accessible. With her encouraging advice, step-by-step tutorials, lead-free
approach and full-size perforated, fold-out templates at hand, you’ll never want to
leave your stained-glass studio.

Begin by mastering foundational skills like cutting curves for a sunlit Five-Petaled
Wildflower or learning how to use zinc came for a shining Glass Spider Web. Then,
discover the ways that new materials and skills can elevate your pieces, like using
copper foil overlay to make intricate wings on a Buzzing Bumblebee. Finally, graduate
to making complex detailed panels like the radiant Sun & Moon Dreamscape with wire
work details.

Not only does Rosie guide you through each phase of your journey, she also addresses
the most common questions and issues that most new artists encounter along the way.
And because Rosie teaches a new technique with each project, by the end of the book
you’ll have everything you need to design eye-catching, one-of-a-kind pieces of your
own!

Contributor Bio
Rosie Linebaugh is the stained glass artist behind Linebaugh Studios, an online
business that sells stained glass art and products. She currently lives in Lindon, Utah.
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50 photos
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Salad Whisperer
50 Veggie-Forward Recipes for Mouthwatering Meals
Sarah Faris

Key Selling Points
-- Sarah has 219k dedicated followers on her Instagram account @TheSaladWhisperer
and is steadily growing her audience. (She was at 75k back in April 2023.)
-- Sarah’s most popular reels feature her salad content and her more recent content is
averaging over 100K views each.
-- Plant-based and health conscious diets are still leading the food trends of 2023
according to sources such as Everyday Health, Food Insight, Food Digital, and The Food
Institute. This book will appeal to that crowd as it is very vegetable forward.
-- Page Street has strong sales records our previous salad cookbook Seriously Good
Salads (2019) which has sold more than 13k copies. This will add to the list by
speaking to some of the current salad trends, such as chopped and baked salads as
well as big, hearty salads for full meals.

Summary
Ditch the boring lettuce and tired store-bought dressings! Sarah Faris, the creator
behind the popular Instagram account The Salad Whisperer, brings 50 impressive yet
approachable recipes to challenge the limitations of what a salad can be.

No longer just a side dish, Sarah’s recipes are packed full of hearty ingredients to
satisfy the popular demand of big salads for full meals. Discover unique flavors to
satisfy every craving like the salty, funky Green Bean Tuna and Sun-Dried Tomato
Salad, or the Greek-inspired White Bean, Tomato and Feta Salad. Achieve textural
perfection with improved base options like the bitter and assertive radicchio in the
Winter Wedge Salad with Radicchio and Roasted Tomatoes, or hearty chickpeas and
quinoa in the Asparagus Corn and Snap Pea Salad. Featuring several different styles to
choose from such as chopped, shredded and roasted, this book will capitalize on all the
latest salads trends.

Full of interesting flavors, crave-worthy textures and multiple suggested dressing
pairings for every dish, this cookbook is the perfect way to incorporate more veggies
into your diet.

This book will feature 50+ recipes and 50+ photos.

Contributor Bio
Sarah Faris is the creator behind the popular Instagram account The Salad Whisperer
where she shares recipes for the veggie centric. She lives in Miami, Florida.
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60 photos
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This Is a Book About Street Food
Brendan Pang

Key Selling Points
-- Brendan is an established author whose first book, This Is a Book About Dumplings,
has sold nearly 28,000 copies in three years and second book, This Is a Book About
Noodles, has sold over 10,000 copies in just five months. His devoted audience is
certain to buy his third, delicious collection.
-- Brendan was a fan favorite on MasterChef Australia in 2018 and 2020.
-- Brendan has built a strong following of 208K on his personal Instagram account and
an additional 31.3K followers on his business’ account, @bumplingsperth. His following
has grown over 100K since his first book was published.
-- Brendan has been featured on HuffPost, The Daily Mail and other wide-reaching
media.

Summary
Irresistible Asian Street Eats at Home

Bring the big flavors of Asian street food to your next meal with 60 new recipes from
MasterChef Australia alum and restauranteur Brendan Pang. Inspired by Brendan’s
travels—specifically his favorite street markets of Taipei—these recipes are designed to
make cooking everything crispy, gooey, salty and kickin’ as approachable as possible.

Brendan offers a feast for carnivores, sea-foodies and vegetarians alike, plus recipes
for flavorful quick snacks and indulgent sweet treats. Dig in to the ultimate comfort
food with Silky Egg and Prawn Hor Fun Noodles or Xinjiang Cumin Lamb Stir-Fry. Serve
up epic dinner spreads with dishes like Singapore Chile Crab or Spicy Mauritian Chicken
Curry. You can even prepare mind-blowing appetizers for your next get-together with
Pork Belly Gua Bao and Sichuan-Style Veggie Wontons. No matter the occasion, your
tastebuds will thank you for these mouthwatering flavor combos.

Contributor Bio
Brendan Pang is the author of This Is a Book About Noodles and This Is a Book About
Dumplings. He’s the creator of the dumpling kitchen Bumplings and has appeared on
two seasons of MasterChef Australia. Brendan currently resides in Perth, Australia.
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Enchanted Baking
60 Fairy-Inspired Treats to Bring Magic Into Your Kitchen
Mari Vasseur

Key Selling Points
-- Mari has a dedicated audience of over 151,000 Instagram followers and 66,000
TikTok followers. She is classically trained and has won several national baking awards,
including the 45th Pillsbury Bakeoff in the Breakfast & Brunches category.

-- Mari’s book joins Page Street’s list of bestselling baking books while introducing a
uniquely whimsical take on recipe development.

-- As many move beyond lockdown, more and more people are looking towards
prioritizing themselves and self-care to avoid burnout. Mari’s wonderful take on
romanticizing one’s life fits perfectly into this ongoing trend of nurturing the holistic
self.

-- Coming out of the pandemic, the need for escapism has blossomed into the
development of cottagecore lifestyles and aesthetics. Especially popular amongst
younger Millennials and Gen Z-ers. #Cottagecore has over 14.3B views on TikTok
alone; #cottagecorebaking has over 62.7M.

Summary
Invite magic into your life and joy into your kitchen with Mari Vasseur’s premiere
collection of delightful treats. The creator of Brownie Mischief, Mari knows the delicate
dance of inviting the wee folk into the kitchen—and has mastered the art of creating
culinary magic with milk and honey. In this ultimate collection of offerings, Mari shares
her secrets on making fantastical fairy feasts filled with floral and herbaceous flavors to
delight imps and elves alike. Mari makes it easy to make every bake as tasty as it is
beautiful with foolproof recipes and simple steps.

Embrace whimsy and quite literally enjoy the little things in life with Petal Pink
Strawberry Mini Bundts, Petite Honey Pecan Sticky Buns and Pistachio Rose Petit Fours.
Catch a glimpse of the not-so-distant other realms (from the safety of your table) by
baking up Fairy Ring Sugar Cookies, Coconut Fairy Mounds and May Pole Dance Cake.
Earn the favor of the High Seelie Court with time-honored gifts of summer fruits and
honey in the form of Mari’s Blackberry, Honey and Thyme Galettes or Berries and
Cream Butterfly Pastries. Redirect meddlesome pixies to the garden where they are
happiest with Lilac Vanilla Bean Brownies, Blueberry Butterfly Pea Shortbread and
Honey Lavender Madeleines. Honor hardworking dwarves with hardier treats like Honey
Seed Scones or Apple Gingerbread – even better if accompanied by a glass of mead.
And appease any other neighborhood fae with classic gifts of sugared berries, nectar
and honey in the form of Foraged Berry Crumble Bars, Honey Lemon Cheesecake and
Dew Drop Meringues. Romanticize your life and fall in love with baking all over again
with Mari’s delicious cakes, cookies, bites and bars. (Just don’t forget to leave some
out for any wee folk that will be tidying up!)

This book will have 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Mari Vasseur is a national award-winning baker who focuses on finding the magic in
everyday moments. Her fashion background compliments her classic pastry training
perfectly, inspiring delectable recipes that are always a joy to behold. Mari currently
lives in Valencia, California.
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160 Pages
step-by-step illustrations for 30 
projects
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
Art  / Techniques
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9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Watercolor in Ten Minutes a Day
30 Quick and Easy Projects for Beginners
Garima Srivastava

Key Selling Points
Garima Srivastava (@garimasrivastava_art) has an active follower base of 182K on
Instagram and 2.4K on YouTube. Garima has led thousands of aspiring artists through
watercolor workshops on Skillshare as one of their top teachers, and her workshops
have been chosen as Skillshare Staff Picks.

Page Street Publishing has a proven track record with watercolor titles. Garima’s title
adds a new, valuable “ten minutes” angle to that strong list for readers who are short
on time for learning new skills.

Watercolor enthusiasm is continuing to trend on TikTok, with 8B views on the
#watercolor tag alone. In addition to being satisfying to watch and do, watercolor
painting is often associated with mental health benefits, self-care and the rise in
popularity of art therapy.

Summary
Cultivate your watercolor craft and create stunning artwork in just a few minutes each
day. Artist Garima Srivastava specializes in teaching watercolor techniques, and her
easy-to-follow instructions guide you to watercolor mastery in manageable, satisfying
daily doses. Perfect for beginners, this approachable guide to all things watercolor
allows you to build a creative routine with Garima’s ten-minute painting projects, each
with a different skill focus.

Garima’s expertise ensures you’ll learn a new technique each time you sit down to
paint and develop your skill over time. Practice brushstrokes with whimsical abstracts
like Colorful Beads and Growing Trees. Progress to Stunning Florals and scenes By the
Sea, then work up to cozy, frame-worthy tableaus like Lavender in a Rainboot and
Scrumptious Cupcake. These 30 projects guarantee that even the busiest aspiring
artists can develop their practice: Just dedicate ten peaceful minutes a day to your
watercolor craft.

This book will have 30 projects with accompanying step-by-step illustrations.

Contributor Bio
Garima Srivastava is an artist and designer with a passion for educating others about
watercolor illustration through her popular Skillshare classes. Garima currently lives
with her family in a small village outside Amsterdam in The Netherlands.
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Page Street Publishing 
9798890030610 
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Pub Date: 8/13/2024
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224 Pages
20 + step-by-steps
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
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Macrame & Rope Work 
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9 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

The Complete Beginner’s Guide to Macramé
Master the Craft with 20 Projects for Wall Art, Plant Hangers, Chic Accessories
and More
Alisha Ing

Key Selling Points
—Macramé is an easy craft with few materials, making it a great new hobby for
crafters looking to learn a new skill.

—Alisha Ing is a skilled macramé artist with 222K followers on Instagram
(@iwouldratherknot). An experienced instructor, she hosts macramé workshops and
sells popular macramé DIY kits in her online store. Her work has been heavily featured
online, notably by the brand Free People.

—Page Street Publishing has a track record of successful, well-made fiber arts books
with crochet, knit and embroidery titles like Modern Crochet Sweaters,Amazing Knit
Hats and The Embroidery Handbook. The focus on macramé in this title brings us into a
new subsection in that space while we draw on our craft book expertise and
experience.

—Macramé has been a breakout décor piece in the past few years. With 2B views for
#macrame on TikTok (not to mention 5.7B for #diycraft), the approachable craft
continually attracts more people to try it for themselves.

Summary
Add endless texture and color to your life and home with the expert instruction of
macramé artist Alisha Ing, creator of viral Instagram and thriving small business I
Would Rather Knot. Alisha provides step-by-step photographs for you to follow each
knot—and every step in between—so you can turn simple cord into anything from a
playful keychain to elaborate wall art. Alisha’s savvy techniques and easy-to-follow
instructions will have you DIYing professional-quality décor and accessories in no
time—even if you’ve never worked with rope or cord before!

Get inspired and learn the versatility of the macramé medium with 20 eye-catching
projects. Begin your crafting journey with simple knots and rope techniques in projects
like a Hanging Gardens Plant Holder or a Boho Camera Strap, then graduate to
incorporating layers and colors to your pieces to make a Hanging Hammock or a
Golden Dusk Wall Hanging. Gaining confidence in a new craft has never been easier
when you receive compliments galore on the swoon-worthy macramé art you made
yourself.

This book will have 20 projects and 20 styled photos plus step-by-step photos.

Contributor Bio
Alisha Ing is a fiber artist and founder of I Would Rather Knot. Her macramé art has
been featured at Free People and tinyworkshops.com and in Voyage LA Magazine.
Alisha lives in Orange County, CA.
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80 Pages
illustrations
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 25K
Games & Activities  / Coloring 
Books
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9 in H | 8 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt

Enchanted Creatures: A Zendoodle Coloring Book
Lalita Iyer

Key Selling Points
-- Lalita has a strong social media following on Instagram, with a current 100k
audience.

-- The art of Zendoodle illustration has become incredibly popular, with several of
Castle Point’s coloring books series selling more than 10,000 copies each in the last
two years.

-- Adult coloring books are more prevalent than ever before, and include mental health
benefits such as stress relief, increase in focus, and fostering creativity.

-- Page Street coloring books have sold very well, with Flowerscape selling close to
20,000 copies and its sequel Flowerscape in Paradise selling nearly 5,000 copies in the
last two months.

Summary
Choose your next adventure with artist Lalita Iyer as she takes you into a beautiful
world of enchanted entities and spectacular scenery. Using the popular art of
Zendoodle illustration—intricate designs compiled of small patterns areas—this is a
coloring book that simultaneously helps with focus and provides a therapeutic outlet for
the busy mind. These mesmerizing designs are simply waiting for readers to add a
rainbow of color and make the drawings come to life on the page.

For coloring book enthusiasts or anyone looking for artistic outlets that provide
incredible relaxation, these captivating depictions of otherworldly fauna and flora await,
including magical toadstools, deep sea creatures and beautiful botanicals, drawn in the
Zendoodle style and offering endless possibilities to add vibrant colors of your
choosing.

If you are looking for a place of calm with a touch of magic, Lalita’s hand-drawn
illustrations are here to awe and delight and provide the perfect way to de-stress after
a long day. These imaginative and engaging artistic works are sure to bring out the
artist in everyone.

This book will include 36 coloring projects on high quality paper.

Contributor Bio
Lalita Iyer is an artist who loves to illustrate everything from animals to mandalas to
botanicals, posting daily drawings on her Instagram account @merakibylalitaiyer. She
also works as a graphic designer. Lalita resides in Mumbai, India.
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176 Pages
25+ photos
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 30K
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Skills
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Wild Woodcraft
Easy Bushcraft Projects for Your Outdoor Camp and Workshop
Craig Caudill

Key Selling Points
Craig is a recognizable name in the wilderness survival and safety space. His work is
featured in many publications and blogs such as Field and Stream, Outdoor Life and
Backwoods Survival Guide—just to name a few—and he’s consulted for Discovery
Channel and History Channel.

Craig is the creator behind Nature Reliance School’s YouTube, which has over 105K
subscribers. Craig regularly shares his survival, wilderness and bushcraft advice on
YouTube shorts that get thousands of views each. Several of his bushcraft tutorial
videos have gone viral (one for How to Make a Bushcraft Hammer got 5.4 million
views).

In the past few years, Americans have been appreciating the outdoors more than ever:
The National Parks Service reports a 31% increase in attendance since 2020, with
overnight stays on the rise and 12 parks reporting record visitation in 2022.

Summary
Develop your wilderness skills by learning how to make useful tools that cost virtually
nothing—and in a pinch, could make all the difference. These 25 step-by-step photo-
illustrated projects from expert survivalist Craig Caudill will empower you to connect
with nature by learning the fundamentals of wilderness survival through bushcraft.

These innovative bushcraft projects are fun to make and practical to use. With Craig’s
extensive knowledge of the natural world, it’s easy to incorporate these old ways of
sustainable living into your regular outdoor activities. Craft your own complete outdoor
workshop by hand with a functional wilderness anvil, bushcraft mallet and bucksaw, all
from the wood and materials you can gather from the woods. Bring fun and
functionality to your next campsite by building a camp bench, tree table and even
cookware such as a wilderness oven, adjustable branch pot holder and even camp
utensils. These ingenious, approachable projects are perfect for anyone who loves to
build with their hands and live in harmony with the natural world.

This book will have 25 projects, each one including a final photo and step by steps.

Contributor Bio
Craig Caudill is the director and lead instructor of Nature Reliance School, as well as a
four-time nature and survival author. He regularly teaches wilderness survival, safety
and search and rescue skills to the public, law enforcement and government agencies;
he was awarded the title of Kentucky Colonel for service to his community. His previous
books are Essential Wilderness Navigation, Ultimate Wilderness Gear and Extreme
Wilderness Survival. Craig lives in Winchester, Kentucky.
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25 photos
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Cross-Stitch in the Forest
25 Patterns to Capture the Beauty of Nature
Max Pigeon

Key Selling Points
-- Pigeon Coop’s Instagram account has a sizable following of nearly 30K followers, and
loyal customers who regularly purchase his kits and patterns. This book will be the
perfect resource for those eager to see more from Max and Pigeon Coop.
-- Cross-stitch, and crafting in general, has seen a resurgence since the pandemic.
Infused with easy tips and tricks for mastering cross-stitch, this book will be well
received among beginner cross-stitchers or those seeking a new hobby.
--With 25 charming, woodland-themed patterns, this book perfectly aligns with the
popular craft theme of the forest, which is a huge source of inspiration and interest for
artists of all mediums. This book is a welcome addition to our high selling forest-
themed craft titles, including Watercolor With Me in the Forest which has sold over
133,000 copies to date and launched an entire list of watercolor books, as well as the
highly anticipated forthcoming Crochet Cute Forest Friends.

Summary
Learn to embroider adorable forest dwellers, breathtaking mountain landscapes and
cute woodland plants with this all-in-one guide to cross-stitching from Max Pigeon, the
creator of Pigeon Coop Designs. From simple stitches to key tools and materials to
elemental techniques like anchoring your thread, Max will walk you through all the
essentials so you can cross-stitch with ease.

Stitch up a sweet Blue Jay to keep you company, or brighten your space with a vibrant
depiction of the Northern Lights. Flora and fungi enthusiasts will be especially excited
to discover patterns like the Balsam Fir, forest floor Mushrooms and The Mighty Oak.
With nature as your muse and 25 gorgeous designs to choose from, the possibilities
are endless.

So, grab your needle and get started! With this must-have guide, nature’s serenest
scenes are just a few stitches away.

This book will have 25 projects and 25 photos.

Contributor Bio
Max Pigeon is a cross-stitch designer and the creator of the small business Pigeon Coop 
Designs. A sustainably-focused company, Pigeon Coop sells nature-inspired cross-stitch 
patterns and kits made from recycled materials. Max lives in Wakefield, QC.
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Lovely Little Stitches
25 Easy, Adorable Crochet Patterns for Babies and Toddlers
Karen Petry

Key Selling Points
—Karen’s patterns have almost 55k sales on Etsy, making her a “star seller” who
people regularly go to for children’s crochet designs.
—Karen’s patterns are easy to follow and range in difficulty, making this book
appealing to crocheters of all skill levels.
—Page Street’s fiber craft line has sold consistently well, with Marie Greene’s two books
selling 23k and 14k copies, and this book’s similar subject positions it to sell well.
—25 patterns for under $25 is an incredible value, making this an easy purchase for
crafters looking to get the most bang for their buck.
—Karen has a dedicated social media following with 42.5k followers on Instagram.

Summary
Show the children in your life some love with handmade clothing—made just the way
you like. Whether you’re looking to make a romper with super soft, snuggly baby yarns
that are perfect for newborns and infants, overalls and sundresses with durable stitch
patterns that can stand up to playground play, cozy cardigans for cold days or special
occasion outfits and accessories, you’re in good hands! Karen Petry, crochet designer
and founder of the design brand Babes in the Wool, has carefully designed 25 patterns
to keep your little ones warm, comfortable and stylish no matter the season. And since
most projects can be made to fit children from newborns to 3 years of age, you can
rest assured that your little loved ones will have gorgeous handmade garments for
every stage of their earliest years.

As a seasoned crochet designer, Karen offers detailed instructions for getting started,
clear stitch diagrams and beautiful full-color photography to guide you through the
creative process from start to finish. She also includes a bonus chapter on accessories
to complement any look in the book and provides detailed care instructions for your
new favorite pieces. Whether you’re crafting for your own child or looking to make a
thoughtful baby shower or holiday gift, this book is the perfect place to start!

This book will have 25 projects and 25 styled photos plus step-by-steps.

Contributor Bio
Karen Petry is a crochet designer and the founder of Babes in the Wool, a design studio
that offers modern crochet patterns for babies and children. She lives in Carlisle,
United Kingdom.
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Magickal Cross-Stitch
25 Witchy Projects to Enchant Your Home
Lindsay Swearingen

Key Selling Points
Lindsay’s first book, Creepy Cross-Stitch, continues to be a strong seller for us, even
outside the Halloween season, and has thus far sold nearly 20k.

We have experienced a lot of success with books in the witchcraft and occult spaces,
and witchcraft is an overall very popular subject. Major publications such as the New
York Times and USA Today have noted the rising popularity of witchcraft in recent
years. Social media trends indicate likewise, with hashtags like “#witchesofinstagram”
on Instagram containing over 8.7 million posts and “#witchtok” on TikTok gaining over
23 billion views.

Lindsay’s style is a refreshing departure from traditional cross-stitch patterns, making
them perfect for a younger crafting audience and fiber artists looking for a wider
variety of subjects to cross-stitch

Lindsay has an engaged audience of over 38k on Instagram.

Summary
With projects depicting poisonous plants destined for the witch’s cauldron, celebrations
for Samhain, black cat companions and a host of other imagery reminiscent of
witchcraft, Lindsay brings the occult to life using her signature style. An easy and
accessible craft, cross-stitch is the perfect medium to explore witchy aesthetics and
create projects that will add an air of dark whimsy to your home.

Featuring peeks into a witch’s home, aesthetic depictions of divination tools, scenes
from witch holidays and celebrations and more, these easy-to-follow patterns include
all of Lindsay’s best tips and techniques for creating bewitching cross-stitch art.

This book contains 25 projects and 25 photos.

Contributor Bio
Lindsay Swearingen is the author of Creepy Cross-Stitch and the fiber artist behind
Tusk and Cardinal. She sells cross-stitch patterns in her signature dark yet whimsical
style on her Etsy account of the same name. Lindsay lives in Sacramento, California.
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The Ultimate Plant-Based Cookbook
100 Nourishing Recipes for Every Meal
Sarah Cobacho

Key Selling Points
Sarah has an existing audience through plantbaes’ blog and social media presence. Her
dedicated follower base of 283K on Instagram, 54K on TikTok, and 38K on Facebook
often engages by posting the gorgeous results of following her plant-based recipes.

Page Street Publishing has continued, proven success with cookbook titles, especially
with vegan/vegetarian and home cook titles. Sarah’s plant-based recipes with her
signature nutrition and meal-prep foci are a valuable addition to a robust list.

Sarah holds an advanced diploma in nutrition with a focus on plant-based eating. Her
expertise sets this title apart from other plant-based, vegetarian/vegan titles.

As a worldwide shift occurs away from animal products, plant-based diets are
ever-growing in popularity: #vegan recipes have over 34B views on TikTok, with
#plantbased as an up-and-coming designation with an impressive start of 7B views. As
this pattern continues, plant-based food sales are expected to increase 500% by 2030.

Summary
Nourish yourself and become empowered to eat well with these 100 plant-based
recipes from nutritionist Sarah Cobacho, the mind behind the favorite recipe blog
plantbaes. These fun and straightforward recipes encourage health and longevity with
plant-based meal planning and prepping. Plus, Sarah’s nutritional expertise guarantees
the right amount of carbs, proteins, and fats in every delicious, balanced meal. This
ultimate guide to plant-based cooking takes the pressure off to figure out protein-filled
meals without animal products—all that’s left for you to do is cook.

This one-stop shop for plant-based recipes lays out a variety of meals, sides,
breakfasts, desserts and more packed with plant-based abundance. The Mediterranean
Protein Pink Pasta ensures anyone looking to include more veggies in their diet
incorporates the protein they need—with a bright, beautiful plate. The Harvest Salad
with Tuscan Kale and Turmeric Dressing makes eating your greens exciting and
energizing, even for the most experienced vegetarians and vegans. And the Chickpea
Hazelnut Chocolate Bark is a must-make for sweet-tooths upping their fiber intake!
With Sarah’s included nutritional information for each plate, it’s never been easier to
get the vitamins and nutrients necessary to live your best plant-based life.

This book will have 100 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Sarah Cobacho is the founder of plantbaes, popular plant-based nutrition recipe blog,
along with her partner Cam. As an accredited, plant-based nutritionist, Sarah has
garnered over 283K followers on Instagram for her delicious recipes and passion for
healthy eating. She currently lives in Sydney, Australia.
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The Ultimate Taco Lover’s Cookbook
60 Authentic and Inspired Recipes for Tortilla Perfection
Nicki Mejia

Key Selling Points
—Taco cookbooks have been strong sellers for years, thanks to titles like Trejo’s Tacos
(2020; 57k copies sold), The Taco Tuesday Cookbook (2018; 29k copies sold), and
Guerrilla Tacos (2017; 21k copies sold).
—Page Street’s dish-specific books have been doing incredibly well in recent years,
with books like This is a Book About Dumplings (26k copies),This is a Book About
Noodles (10k copies) and Macaron School (13k copies), among others. We expect to
see this trend continue with Nicki’s taco cookbook.
—In addition to being well-known for her viral taco videos, Nicki’s Mexican heritage
gives her the authentic background to thoughtfully write a cookbook like this.
—The engagement on Nicki’s taco recipes is incredibly strong with many of them going
viral with millions of views.
—Nicki has a dedicated audience of 149,000 followers on Instagram.

Summary
Taco lovers rejoice! From Nicki Mejia, the creator of Taste With Nicki and prolific food
blogger known for her viral taco recipes, comes the cookbook you’ve been waiting for.
With authentic recipes inspired by her Mexican heritage, as well as exciting twists on
familiar flavors, Nicki is here to show you just how delicious and easy it can be to make
every night taco night—not just Tuesdays.

Whether you’re looking for finger-licking deliciousness like the Best Frickin’ Chicken
Tacos, for Veggie Tacos that will Guac Your World or even for dessert tacos (featured in
the Let’s Taco ‘Bout Dessert chapter), there’s something in every chapter to suit your
tastebuds! From Steet Food–Style Carne Asada Tacos, to Kentucky Fried Chicken Tacos,
to the most decadent Ultimate Churros Dessert Tacos, you simply can’t go wrong.
Nicki’s even included a chapter for all of the sauces and seasonings you could ever
need to take your taco game into the stratosphere. No matter if you’re a total
taco-holic or are simply looking for delicious dishes that can be thrown together quickly
and easily, you’re sure to love every single one of the incredible recipes on offer.

This book will have 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Nicki Mejia is the creator of Taste With Nicki, a popular food blog and Instagram
account dedicated to delicious, quick and easy meals. Known for her viral taco recipes,
her work has also been featured by Silver Spring® and the Hillsboro Free Press,
among others. Nicki currently lives in Cleveland, Ohio.
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Vegan Street Eats
The Best Plant-Based Versions of Burgers, Wings, Tacos, Gyros and More
Will Edmond

Key Selling Points
-Will Edmond has a large audience, with 179k followers on Instagram, 144k on TikTok
and 59k on YouTube for a combined following of 382k.

-Will is known for sharing vegan street food recipes on his social media pages. This title
will appeal to his audience and fit nicely into what he is known for.

-The vegan street food market is currently under explored. The top two selling books
have narrow areas of focus; Street Vegan (Clarkson Potter, 2015) focuses on the foods
from a specific vegan food truck, and Vegan Street Food (Ryland Peters & Small, 2015)
focuses on Asian and Southeast Asian street foods. This title will be the first
comprehensive cookbook that includes an array of vegan street food recipes.

Summary
Going vegan doesn’t mean you have to give up those fried, BBQed, comfort meals you
love, thanks to this incredible collection of plant-based street food recipes. Will Edmond
is a vegan chef and travel blogger, known for his boisterous personality and flavor-
packed dishes. In this one-of-a-kind cookbook, Will combines his globe-trotting
background and southern roots to bring you 60 vegan recreations of famous street
foods from the US and beyond, sure to please any crowd and appetite.

Enjoy a coast-to-coast tour of American favorites with recipes like the Texas Fair Corn
Dog, The Philly Vegan Cheesesteak, Chicago Juicy Slaw Dog and more. You’ll also
discover festival must-haves like State Fair Funnel Cake, Spicy Fried Pickles, Crunchy
Mozzarella Sticks and Crispy Southern Fried Chick’n. And no street food crawl is
complete without international delights like The Gyro, English Fish and Chips, Cheesy
Poutine and Street Empanadas. Whether you’re brand new to the vegan diet or have
been adhering to it for years, this cookbook will help you enjoy nostalgic snacks, treats
and sweets with healthier, better-for-you ingredients.

This book will have 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Will Edmond is a vegan chef and travel blogger. He is known for his online travel series,
Adventures of Will, as well as his vegan recipes and cooking videos. Will is based in
Douglassville, Texas.
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Not Your Gran's Sewing Book
Easy Alterations for the Perfect Fit at Any Size
Allie Luecke

Key Selling Points
-- Allie has a passionate audience of over 103,000 Instagram followers, and her
upcycled clothing makeovers have been featured in The Guardian.

-- Page Street has a strong understanding of beginner-friendly, tutorial-based craft
books. Allie’s book will be a unique addition to our blossoming fashion and sewing list
which includes our first New York Times bestseller, Make, Sew and Mend.

-- Thrifting and more specifically, thrift flipping, have become increasingly popular
(#thriftflip has over 348k posts on Instagram and 3.6B views on TikTok). While the
style itself is popular, the cost of living crisis has made it more important than ever to
find sustainable ways to save; revitalizing old clothes rather than buying new ones is
both budget and environment-friendly.

-- Allie’s projects are size-inclusive. She takes a body-positive approach to tailoring,
focusing on fitting the clothes to the body rather than the body to the clothes. Because
the thrift flip and wider tailoring world is predominantly thin, Allie’s mid-size voice and
inclusive projects are especially important.

Summary
Tailor your wardrobe to fit your size, shape and sensibilities with Allie Luecke’s ultimate
guide to easy clothing alterations. Allie breaks down intimidating sewing techniques by
giving detailed instructions for the most needed garment upgrades: hemming dragging
pant legs, cropping outdated tees, upsizing gaping button-ups, cinching dresses,
adding plentiful pockets and functional zippers and more. Screw unattainable sizes or
unflattering designs; regardless of size or shape, Allie’s approachable alteration hacks
will have every garment in your closet fitting perfectly.

This isn’t your grandmother’s dusty old sewing manual – Allie’s humorous voice,
trending style and understanding of upcycling truly make this a modern sewing bible.
Size-inclusive and budget-friendly, this book focuses on making the old new again to
avoid fashion faux-pas and wasteful fast fashion. Whether you’re adjusting a tried-
and-true favorite that might be a bit too snug now or making your latest thrifted
treasure fit like a glove, Allie’s tutorials will have you saving time, money and the
planet.

This book will have 32 technique-based projects with 32 beauties and accompanying
step-by-step photos.

Contributor Bio
Allie Luecke is the creator of Allie Upcycles, a platform dedicated to accessible and
inclusive thrift flips. She currently lives in Footscray, Australia.
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The Way of the Witch
A Guide to Starting Your Magical Journey and Activating Your Inner Power
Danielle Luet

Key Selling Points
Today have noted the rising popularity of witchcraft in recent years. Social media
trends indicate likewise, with hashtags like “#witchesofinstagram” on Instagram
containing over 8.7 million posts and “#witchtok” on TikTok gaining over 23 billion
views.

Page Street’s books dealing with witchcraft and the occult, including WTF Is Tarot?
(2017, over 35k net sales), Plant Magic for the Beginner Witch (2020, over 17k net
sales), and Herbs and Crystals DIY (20218, over 10k net sales) have been sold well,
indicating that this is a strong category for us.

This book will include beautiful illustrations that will help enhance the text and add to
the overall witchy feel of the book.

Danielle has an engaged audience of nearly 90k followers on Instagram.

Summary
The path to witchcraft can be winding and long, and every witch needs a spiritual
mentor to help her on her journey. In this comprehensive reference guide, Danielle
Luet provides just that through wisdom, resources, rituals, and more designed to help
witches find their way.

Danielle first helps you find where to begin, with foundational information about types
of witchery, from Druidry to Wicca, so that you can find which path calls to you.
Prepare for your journey into witchcraft by learning how to source tools to aid you,
establishing a sacred space for your practice, practicing ethically and more. Then
discover how to build your practice into something meaningful and personal to you, by
practicing spells and rituals, in addition to divination, working with herbs and crystals,
celebrating witches’ holidays and using correspondence tables. Guest chapters from
other prominent voices in the witchcraft community provide additional insights into the
myriad ways you can practice.

No matter where your path is heading, Danielle’s sage wisdom, garnered from decades
of practicing witchcraft, will help ensure you begin your journey with confidence and
grow into the empowered, ethical witch you want to become.

This book will contain 60+ illustrations.

Contributor Bio
Danielle is a practicing witch and the creator of the popular Instagram account A 
Witch’s House, where she shares spells, correspondences and other tips for witches. 
She lives in North Teeswater, ON, Canada (Bruce County).
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Bangin’ Beans
60 Vibrant Vegan Meals Powered by Plant-Based Protein
Sarah Doig

Key Selling Points
-- Page Street has strong vegan and frugal cookbook lists, including titles such as
30-Minute Frugal Vegan Recipes (over 10k copies sold net), 30-Minute Vegan Dinners
(over 17k), Easy Vegan (over 22k) and Frugal Vegan (over 54k). Bangin’ Beans
expands this growing library while offering a unique collection of globally-inspired,
protein-rich and budget-friendly vegan recipes.

-- According to the World Animal Foundation, between 22-24% of the world is vegan or
vegetarian. As an excellent source of natural plant-based protein, beans and other
legumes are a critical part of a well-balanced vegan or vegetarian diet.

-- A superfood rich in vitamins and minerals, beans are considered one of the most
nutritious foods you can eat according to The New York Times, BBC, The Wall Street
Journal and EatThis, NotThat. Because they are shelf stable and cost-effective, they
are an accessible wholefood.

-- There’s a growing market for bean cookbooks: Cool Beans: The Ultimate Guide to
Cooking with the World’s Most Versatile Plant-Based Protein has sold over 49,000
copies since its publication in 02/04/20. Grist has sold over 16,000 copies (10/26/21).

Summary
Nothing beats cheap, healthy and delicious. And Sarah Doig checks all the boxes with
the humble (but mighty) bean. Everyone’s favorite legume, beans make life easy:
they’re cheap, shelf-stable and great vessels for flavors from around the world. Not to
mention they’re a naturally vegan protein-source full of fiber, iron, potassium and other
vital micronutrients. In 60 bean-iful recipes, Sarah puts the spotlight on this diverse
heart-healthy wholefood.

Perfect for feeding a crowd or yourself at the end of a long day, Sarah’s delish dishes
come together quickly with minimum fuss and maximum flavor. Need a new go-to
dinner to bring to the weekly rotation? Pump up the flavor without breaking the bank
with Easy Arrabbiata Beans, Edamame Poke Bowls with Zesty Sesame Lime Dressing or
Creamy Stroganoff Beans with Mushrooms. Craving veganized family favorites? Try
Sarah’s Mac and Beans, Chili Bean Nachos or Spaghetti and Bean Balls. Need a
fantastic dip or side to serve at a party? Sarah’s 3 Bean “Sausage” Rolls, Speedy Black
Bean Tacos and Smoky Kidney Bean Dip never disappoint! Amongst the most versatile
and nutritious foods on the planet, this modern bean bible is a must-have for any
health-conscious cook or vegan looking for big time flavor on a tight budget.

This book will have 60 recipes and 60 photos.

Contributor Bio
Sarah Doig is a vegan recipe developer and food photographer dedicated to making
eye-catching but easy plant-based dishes. She currently lives in London, England.
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The Natural Soapmaking Handbook
Easy Recipes and Techniques for Beautiful Soaps from Herbs, Essential Oils
and Other Botanicals
Simi Khabra

Key Selling Points
--The easy-to-follow tips, step-by-steps and diverse soap recipes in this guide are
beginner-friendly and will help hobbyists build their skills so they can take soapmaking
beyond the book.
-- Free of any artificial fragrances or dyes, this book stands apart from others on the
market which advocate for synthetic ingredients. The recipes are perfect for anyone
seeking gentle and sustainable skincare.
-- With devoted customers and 79.9K Instagram followers, Simi is a well-respected
authority on soapmaking. Her established audience and unique approach to
soapmaking are sure to draw large readership to this handbook.
--Page Street has had enormous success selling natural skincare books, including Jan
Berry’s The Big Book of Homemade Products for Your Skin, Health and Home which has
sold nearly 28,000 copies in less than 3 years. Simi’s book will be an exciting and
unique addition to our already-lucrative list.

Summary
Make beautiful, all-natural soaps with these 31 incredible recipes and detailed,
step-by-step tutorials that are sustainably free from palm oil, synthetic fragrances and
artificial dyes. You’ll learn all the best soapmaking secrets from expert soapmaker and
creator of the Muddy Mint Soap Co. Simi Khabra, including how to make and properly
store lye-water, mix oils for the perfect batter consistency and discover heavenly
essential oil blends for your soaps. Plus, gain a deeper understanding of the processes
and techniques that go into soapmaking so you can successfully craft your own stellar
recipes.

Perfect for beginner soapmakers and longtime hobbyists alike, the recipes in The
Natural Soapmaking Handbook are easy to follow and use natural, sustainable
ingredients that won’t irritate your skin. Make pastel Milky Rose soap using natural
colorants like French pink clay, have a go at creating a textured soap top with the
exfoliating, oatmeal-inspired Breakfast Scrub bar or experiment with essential oils and
try the Sunlit Meadow recipe for luxurious, lavender-scented suds. With Simi’s
guidance, you’re sure to succeed at whichever exciting project you choose to make
first.

This book will have 30 soap recipes and 30 photos, plus step-by-step images.

Contributor Bio
Simi Khabra is the creator of Muddy Mint Soap Co., an all-natural soap and skincare
company in Colorado. She showcases her stunning creations and soapmaking
techniques on her popular Instagram account of the same name, @muddymint. Simi
lives in Longmont, Colorado.
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